
GJU President meets Prof. Heinrich Lang from CUT  

Amman, 30 October, 2013  

The President of the 
German Jordanian 
University, Prof. Natheer 
Abu Obeid met Prof. 
Heinrich Lang, Vice–
Rector for Research and 
Young Scientists from 
Chemnitz University of 
Technology to discuss 
about the future-oriented 
comprehensive topics, 
between the two parties 
on Monday, 28 October, 
2013.  

The visit aimed at 
discussing possible ways 
to expand the cooperation 
between the two 
universities and to develop 

a strategic partnership in order to have a long and successful relationship in many fields, 
especially in the engineering field.  

Prof. Abu Obeid emphasized that GJU sets a role model for being a fast paced, high tech 
educational institution, and as a part of the university’s mission, the obvious training for a future 
career, various subjects and schools and selecting distinct students, which make GJU very 
unique in the region, and that also elaborates a future-oriented concept for development, which 
ensures uniqueness and emphasizes the university’s strong points.  

Mrs. Britta Kähler, Director of Office for Industrial Links, displayed the GJU development since its 
begging and the most prominent achievements, programs, also the scholarships and grants in 
addition to the Job opportunities for the students in Jordan and Germany, pointing out that it is 
very important to fostering mutual industrial ties between the German companies and the 
Jordanian ones.  

For his part, Prof. Heinrich Lang praised the advanced scientific level of the university, and the 
cultural interaction between GJU and the other universities in Germany, pointing out that they 
should support the research structures beyond the boundaries of individual schools at GJU and 
CUT, extending the very good relationships between the two universities.   

At the end of the visit, Prof. Heinrich Lang went into a tour through the campus to be introduced 
to the university's facilities, buildings, and schools.  


